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TAFF 2020 Taiwanese American Film Festival

“There’s the family you’re born with — and there’s 

the family you choose. 

Our desire to find who we are in the people we call 

home helps us find our individuality and identity. 

What takes root when we are young affects the way 

we see ourselves for the rest of our lives. Our pro-

gram this year features the stories of our commu-

nity, with threads of family, connection, belonging, 

and the brokenness and healing that spans across 

generations. We are looking forward to showcasing 

a slate of films speaking into these themes, and 

invite you to find a sense of family and home, and 

come together to remind us that belonging comes 

through community..”

CINDY LU 
Executive Director

CLAIRE YU 
Programming Director

“Where is home and what is our connection to home? 

As we watch this year’s incredibly talented submis-

sions, we were surprised to see this question sur-

faced and echoed in each work. The idea of home is 

an even more urging question in 2020 particularly 

with the pandemic’s sudden disruption of our daily 

lives. It is when the road to home seems more tor-

tuous than ever that we are eager to find an answer. 

And this is how we find this year’s theme, “Kindred.” 

It is our hope to redefine home not by its physical 

space but by the emotional one. We hope that you 

find the kindred spirit as you watch this year’s selec-

tions and we hope these films offer you solace and 

lead you to your home, whichever form it may take...”
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1:00 PM

Festival Introduction 
& Opening Panel

7:00 PM

Keynote Speaker 
& Feature Film

Closing Feature Film  

ollowed by exclusive Q&A 

Keynote Speaker - Lynn Chen

9:45 PM

Closing Celebration Party 
with Awards Ceremony
Cindy Lu (TAFF Executive Director), 

Chris Teng Balmaseda (TAP-LA 

President), and Anthony Ma (Previous 

TAFF Executive Director)

2:00 – 3:45 PM

“Falling Apart and 
Coming Together”
Short Film Block 1 

followed by Q&A (Live)

4:00 – 5:30 PM

“Hopes, Fears, 
and Dreams”
Short Film Block 1 

followed by Q&A (Live)
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Capicola ball tip frankfurter swine, ham hock andouille sausage tongue tri-tip beef ribs short 

loin bacon t-bone flank pork loin. Hamburger tail shoulder, salami tongue frankfurter pastrami 

landjaeger ball tip spare ribs kielbasa alcatra ham hock meatloaf pork chop.
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II. SPONSORS & 
COMMUNITY PARTNERS

J YANG FOUNDATION

BEST WESTER THOUSAND OAKS

DSG BUSINESS, TAX, & WEALTH

NATMA

WENDY YANG LAW

SEAN YU



When Taiwanese American 5-year-old Christy and her mom 

reunite with her father and two older sisters at the airport after 

a year of separation, the cracks between them grow even wider. 

Through Christy’s eyes, we explore the struggles of the family 

attempting to reconnect.

About the Director

Tiffany Frances is a Taiwanese American writer and director working 

in commercials, music videos, and narrative film. She loves to 

create character-driven, dramatic storytelling with lyrical visuals, 

and exploring stories about women, marginalized voices. She is one 

of eight women selected in the AFI Directing Workshop for Women 

2020, and is a recipient of The Future of Film is Female fund in part-

nership with MoMA.

Jiawei finds a mysterious vial in her late mother’s fridge, trans-

forming her into their ancestors and descendants. A Cure for All 

Things is a story of what we leave out and what we leave behind.

About the Director

Katherine Chou is a Taiwanese-American writer and director. Her 

work explores deeper themes of emotion and identity through 

surrealist storytelling. A graduate of Sciences Po Paris, she is a 

2020 Visual Communications Armed With a Camera Fellow and 

an alum of Bucheon International Fantastic Film Festival’s 2019 

Fantastic Film School.

TAFF 2020 Taiwanese American Film Festival

CARRI E FISH ER IS  DEAD
Directed by Tiffany Lin

H ELLO F ROM TAIWAN
Directed by Tiffany Frances

A young boy acquires a fish named Carrie Fisher. Then she dies.

About the Director

Tiffany Lin is a Taiwanese-American filmmaker born and raised in the 

San Francisco Bay Area. A 2020 graduate of USC’s film and television 

production program, Tiffany has worked extensively across both live 

action and animation, as well as virtual reality. Recently, a short film 

that she wrote was selected as a semifinalist for the 2020 Student 

Academy Awards; her other work has screened in many festivals both 

domestically and internationally. Through her films, Tiffany aims to 

present emotionally honest and unconventional perspectives on the 

experience of growing up.

When Evan wakes up in the middle of the desert, he has no mem-

ory of how he ended up there. While searching for help, he meets 

Dawn, a dry humored & not-so-angelic messenger angel assigned 

to guide him home. The two must work together to get back to 

their lives but soon find out it’s not going to be a walk in the clouds.

About the Director

Roxy Shih is a Taiwanese-American Emmy-nominated writer/director 

and speaker. Roxy’s first feature THE TRIBE was named “Best Nar-

rative Feature” at Nice International Film Festival and received “Best 

Feature Director” at Other Worlds Austin Film Festival. She helmed 

episodes of the series Dark/Web, released on Amazon Prime in 2019 

with a World Premiere at San Diego Comic-Con. Her second feature 

film PAINKILLERS was also released in 2019 with a Hulu deal.

A CURE FOR ALL TH I NGS
Directed by Katherine Chou

EVAN AT TH E CRACK OF DAWN
Directed by Roxy Shih
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DEEP FEARS
Directed by Ryan Chu

SM I LI NG BUDDHA
Directed by Yu Chu Chang

SLEEPWALKER
Directed by Andrea Chung

TAIWAN ES E CHA CHA CHA
Directed by Judie Yang
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In 2014, the Sunflower Movement took place in the filmmaker’s hometown, 

Taipei, Taiwan, where activists occupied the parliament in protest of the 

government signing a trade deal with China. Half a decade later, while living 

abroad and feeling homesick, she came across some archival footage of it, 

which forced her to confront her complicated feelings for home, ignorance 

about politics, and failure to be fully present no matter where she was. 

Through this intimate essay film, she tries to answer the question, “What 

does it take to stay awake when the reality is tough and home is far away?” 

About the Director

Andrea Yu-Chieh Chung was born in Taipei, Taiwan, to a family full of wanderers. 

Influenced by her family, Andrea is curious about the world and passionate 

about telling stories of people who are among the in between and those who 

strive to understand and overcome differences. She holds an MFA in Documen-

tary Film and Video from Stanford University.

A sea otter who is afraid of the ocean is challenged to face his fears 

when he loses his precious pink shell necklace at sea.

About the Director

Ryan Chu is a first-generation Taiwanese-American who was born and 

raised in Southern California, currently living in Orange County. He is 

an alumni of California State University - Long Beach earning a BFA 

Animation degree in 2020. Ryan is a quiet local resident of Orange 

County hanging out with friends, eating out at neighborhood diners, 

and talking about current events.

Two young girls set out for a secret journey against their parents’ 

will in order to reconnect back with their grandparents. Their en-

counter encourages each other, turning the ridiculed and doubted 

journey into a meaningful and unexpected adventure.

About the Director

Graduated with a MFA degree in cinema from San Francisco State 

University, Judie Yang’s work focuses on the loss of culture and 

dialects, the interesting dynamics within a family, and the craft of 

black comedy.

Being the only person in the family who is available to take care of 

Alzheimer’s grandma, Jay has to conquer her deepest fear—being 

forgotten by her loved one.

About the Director

Born in 1994 in Taiwan, Yu Chu Chang started her film career as a 

writer/director. She moved to the US in 2017 for graduate school in 

San Diego. Her own culture background and the impacts from the 

brand new environment become her inspirations and influence her 

film works later on.
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When Kat’s wife Julia returns to work, Kat assumes the role of the 

stay-at-home mom, but she soon starts to worry she’ll never be 

close with her daughter when Becca shows signs of preferring Julia 

over her. She begins to attribute these feelings to the fact that Julia 

is Becca’s birth mother. Kat’s fears only deepen when her brother 

Dylan, who is Becca’s sperm donor, seems to have an instant 

connection to Becca that she feels she is lacking.

About the Director

Penny Pin-jung Chen is a recent graduate of USC School of Cine-

matic Arts Film & TV Production MFA program. As a female queer 

director, she’s passionate about telling LGBTQ and women-centered 

stories, hoping to break the barrier between the society and the 

marginalized people in her films.

Everyone dreams. Among all the dreams, nightmares are the most 

uncomfortable ones. There are three nightmares in the story: The 

fear and darkness of a certain space; the fear of death in a touch-

able reality; the fear of invisible things that happen in life. In the 

world we are living in, what’s the most terrifying thing?

About the Director

Yu Wei Lin is a director who has been living and developing his career 

with his wife and three kids in LA for 6 years. He made this film during 

the quarantine due to covid-19. He wants to remind people that visible, 

touchable fears aren’t the scariest ones. The invisible ones are.

Bai Bai is the story of Chih-Wei, a kid who wants nothing more 

than to go to University, but whose father forces him to follow in 

his family’s footsteps and go into the military. Four years later, 

Chih-Wei returns home for the first time and discovers that his 

father has died. Now, he has to make amends with his past, or 

leave his family name behind forever.

About the Director

Andrew was born and raised outside Chicago, but when he came 

to New York for school in 2014, he was introduced to a whole new 

world of cultures and experiences. On his first day of classes, he 

met future-Producer Alvin Lee, and their friendship would spark in 

Andrew a deep love of Taiwanese history and culture that culminated 

in the making of Bai Bai.

When an Asian-American skateboarder, who’s either stereotyped 

or ignored by everyone in her life, is invited to a skateboarding 

contest, her rare opportunity to shine is ruined by the presence of 

another Asian-American skateboarder.

About the Director

Andrew T. Horng is an award-winning, writer/director/producer based 

in Los Angeles. His working credits include stints on “Malcolm in the 

Middle,” “Prison Break,” “Terminator: The Sarah Connor Chronicles,” 

“House, M.D.” and “Curb Your Enthusiasm.” He also contributes advice 

to the well-known, Film Courage channel on YouTube. Mr. Horng is 

known in the industry for his filmmaking versatility, representation 

awareness, and fast production turnaround times.

STRANGER DREAMS
Directed by Yu Wei Lin

BAI  BAI
Directed by Andrew Heitzman

TAM MY
Directed by Andrew Horng

S ECON D PARENT
Directed by Penny Chen
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As the sole male household in an old community under urban renewal, 

nine-year-old Ah-Quan and his uncle and grandparents had to earn a living 

by performing Taiwanese opera on different occasions. A storm gradually 

shadows over the family as his grandfather is diagnosed with moderate 

dementia, his grandmother on the verge of a breakdown, his mother comes 

back from prison, and his father whom he had never met suddenly appears.

Director’s Statement

We build our life in the form of memory; just like the present is based on the 

past. Our memory defines and shapes the person we are today. And our family 

contributes a great portion of memories, not only the happy ones but the hurt-

ing ones as well. Sometimes cruelty wears the mask of love. We tend to hurt the 

closest people in our lives, then attempt to search for meaning in the wounds. 

All those are stored in the back of our heads. But what would remain in one’s 

life if he or she starts losing memory? Maybe the part that we cannot forget is 

what actually counts? And losing memory may actually be the key to unlock 

one’s true self? This film - SYNAPSES is about the people trapped in this vague 

area that is in between remembering and forgetting; familiar and strange.

Chang Tso-Chi, born in 1961 and graduated from the De-

partment of Theatre Arts at Chinese Culture University, 

had followed and worked with many famous film directors, 

including Yu Kan-Ping, Yim Ho, Tsui Hark, etc.In 1996, he 

wrote and directed Ah Chung, a feature film about ba jia 

jiang (Eight Generals), a religious ceremony in Taiwan. His 

adoption of nonprofessional actors as main casts drew 

the attention of international film festivals. In 1999, he di-

rected Darkness and Light, in which he again used mostly 

nonprofessional actors to depict stories of the blind. The 

influence of film was so enormous that it set many marks 

in Tokyo International Film Festival. Afterward, Director 

Chang directed a Hakka television drama series, and then 

applied that experience to his next film, The Best of Times, 

in the summer of 2002. His film, When Love Comes, broke 

the record with 14 nominations, winning 4 awards including 

Best Picture in 2010. In 2015, Thanatos, Drunk made it to 

the Berlinale International Film Festival Panorama Section 

and was nominated for 10 Golden Horse Film Awards in-

cluding Best Picture. In 2011, Chang Tso Chi is awarded the 

15th National Award for Arts. Synapses is his latest film.

SYNAPS ES
North American Premiere
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A kid from Queens tries landing his first hip hop gig in NYC, but 

must decide at what cost.

About the Director

Ja-Ann Wang has worked as a sound editor for six years assisting on 

films from a Spotlight to Ocean’s 8. As a storyteller, she brings her 

perspective as a Taiwanese American who grew up in a mostly white 

neighborhood in the New York suburbs. ISAAC is her second short film.

ISAAC
Directed by Ja-Ann Wang

SHORT FILMS PROGRAM

PROGRAM 2:  HOPES,  FEARS,  AN D DREAMS



Lu, Hsueh-Feng, Lead Actress

Growing up in a Taiwanese Opera family, Lu earned her chance 

to perform as the leading xiaosheng (male protagonist) at 

the age of 18; she later joined the famous Taiwanese Opera 

Troupes: Lian Shing and Yu Shing. She also practiced different 

traditional dramas, such as Peking Opera and Hakka Opera, in 

other troupes. She specializes in Xiaosheng, Tongsheng, and 

Chou. Lu has won the Golden Horse Award for Best Supporting 

Actress in 2015 with her performance in Thanatos, Drunk. 

Despite her activity in the film and TV industries, she still works 

with Chern Mei Yung Taiwanese Opera Troupe as a director and 

an actress while teaching Traditional Drama at the same time.

Kao, Wen-Hung, Producer

Kao Wen-Hung, the former accountant, former Chief Operation 

Officer and former Chairman of PwC Taiwan, started to cultivate 

Taiwan art culture with unique views of artists in recent years. 

Started cooperating with Chang Tso-Chi from 2013, as the 

producer he participated in the production of A Time in Quchi 

(2013) and Thanatos, Drunk (2015). His later work as a producer 

including Looking for Kafka (2018) and Synapses (2019).

Feature Film

SYNAP S ES
Directed by Chang Tso-Chi

Exclusive

TAFF Q&A I NTERV I EW WIT H LU HS UEH-F ENG AN D K AO WEN-HUNG

V. THE TAFF TEAM

Executive Director

Cindy Lu

Cindy Lu is the founder and executive producer 

of 3rd Astronaut, a production company focused 

on diverse storytelling, empowering and 

championing directors, writers, and producers 

of various backgrounds. The companies on her 

work roster include RSA Films, Anonymous 

Content, Ogilvy&Mather, BBDO, and Chiat\Day, 

with clients such as Apple, Netflix, Nike, Epson, 

and American Express.  Her films have been 

showcased domestically and internationally atTri-

beca Film Festival, Edmonton Film Festival, HBO 

Visionaries and more. Los Angeles is currently 

her backdrop as she works to close the gap 

between up-and-coming filmmakers and their big 

break www.3rdA.tv / @cindyluphoto

Shorts Coordinator

Teresa Lee

Teresa Lee is a stand-up comedian and com-

edy writer. She’s a first generation Taiwanese 

American who grew up in Northern California. 

She penned and stars in the short film, “I Think 

She Likes You”, which played at Tribeca Film 

Festival and was featured in Out Magazine 

as a Queer Film to watch at the festival. She 

graduated from NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts 

where she received her BFA in Dramatic Writ-

ing, with a double major in French and a minor 

in Pre-Business Studies from Stern Business 

School, and currently lives in Los Angeles with 

a dog that can see ghosts.

Programming Director

Claire Yu

Claire Yu is a film scholar and critic specializing 

in East Asian cinema and popular culture. She 

has been working as an organizer, program-

mer, and consultant at various film festivals 

in Los Angeles since 2017. Prior to joining 

Taiwanese American Film Festival, she worked 

at Taiwan Film Institute where she conducted 

extensive research on famous romance writer 

and producer Qiong Yao with a focus on her 

depiction of upward mobile female workers. 

Her published articles can be seen in Film 

Appreciation journal, FunScreen, etc. 



Taiwanese American Professionals
Los Angeles

Taiwanese American Professionals, formed in 1991, is the largest second-gen-

eration Taiwanese American young professionals organization in the United 

States. The Los Angeles Chapter of Taiwanese American Professionals (TAP-

LA) was the first of 10 established chapters nationally and currently services 

Greater Los Angeles. TAP-LA organizes an average of 2-3 events monthly, 

centered on networking, professional development, mentorship, promoting 

Taiwanese culture, health and wellness, and philanthropy. TAP-LA is a 501c3 

non-profit organization under Taiwanese American Citizens League (TACL).

The Taiwanese American Film Festival recognizes filmmaking achievement 

through presentation of juried and balloted awards.

Presented to a short film 

that demonstrates overall 

excellence in content and 

cinematic technique.

Presented to a short film that 

demonstrates an innovative 

way to highlight Taiwanese 

culture and/or issues.

Presented to an audience 

favorite film, as chosen by 

audience ballot from each 

of the screening blocks. 

Prizes will be sponsored 

by announced film-making 

resources

GRAND  
JURY PRIZE

CULTURAL 
SPOTLIGHT

AUDIENCE 
CHOICE AWARD

VI. AWARDS & JURY

PRODUCER

3RD ASTRONAUT 

TAFF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

PRODUCER 

STORYARCH PICTURES

ACTOR 

PREVIOUS TAFF 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

CINDY LU JASON J.X. LIN ANTHONY MA

PRODUCER 

TUNNEL POST

ACTOR, PRODUCER

ALAN PAO BRIAN YANG



THANK YOU


